Collisional energy transfer between rotational levels of ethylene oxide C2H4O, its deuterated species C2D4O and carbonyl sulfide OCS, has been investigated by means of microwave-microwave four-level double resonance. The results are in agreement with collisional selection rules which can be predicted in the weak collision limit. Collisionally induced transitions up to AJ = 4 have been detected for C2D4O.
Introduction
The increasing interest in energy transfer processes, as has recently been demonstrated in laser and astrophysical problems, encouraged us for a detailed study of collision induced transitions. A review of such studies for the microwave and infrared region was given by Oka [1] . The experiment, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , may be briefly described as follows: Fig. 1 . Scheme of the four-level double resonance experiment; j'p = pump radiation, vs = signal radiation, ön~ = decrease in population due to pump radiation (6n~ < 0), dn + -increase in population due to pump radiation (dn+ > 0), dn' = population variation due to collisions. The wavy arrows indicate the collisional transfer channels which depend on the collisional selection rules. The channels a and ß indicate cascading processes.
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By means of the resonant pump radiation vp in the power range of watts the population of the two levels 1 and 2 is changed. This population variation is then transferred by collisions to the levels 3 and 4 and to other levels X and Y. The effect of the collisions is detected by a weak signal radiation rs in the power range of jj. watts. Usually the Stark modulation double resonance technique (SMDRtechnique) has been applied. This method uses Stark effect modulation for the detection of rs and continuous pump radiation rp. In our experiment we use on-off modulation of the pump radiation by means of a PIN-modulator. This is a kind of microwave modulated double resonance technique (MMDRmethod).
Experimental
The experimental set up of the MMDR-spectrograph has been described elsewhere [2, 3] . Both, the pump and the signal microwave sources have been phase stabilised. Usually the pump radiation is on resonance and the signal frequency is swept. The frequency of the on-off modulation of the pump is 100 kHz and the collision induced signal is detected with the help of a phase sensitive detector (PSD). Care should be taken to suppress the harmonics and the noise produced by the TWT, which is used to get a high power level for the pump radiation. The pump frequency could be varied from 8 to 18 GHz and that of the signal between 12,4 and 41 GHz. Presently we are limited to experiments with Vp < rs -3 GHz because of filtering problems. The attenuation of the PIN-modulator should be at least 00 dB. Otherwise the phase sensitive detected collision induced signals will be lowered because of population variations during the pump "ofF'-period. As shown later, even pump powers in the mWregion can change the Boltzmann distribution. In cases of somewhat higher pump power (1 Watt or more) the high frequency Stark effect [4] (HFStE) produced by the modulated pump radiation demands some attention. Variation of the pump frequency provides a method to distinguish between collision induced and HFStE-signals. By sweeping the pump frequency and keeping the signal frequency on resonance the collision induced signal vanishes for off resonant pump. An offset of 50 MHz generally was sufficient. The HFStE-signal however is rather frequency independent in this range. For strong collision induced signals a reduction of the pump power LV reduces perturbation by HFStE, as the high frequency Stark field is proportional to \/L~P.
The MMDR-method can only detect the change in the magnitude of the signal intensity \AI\ due to collisions. A referencing of the collision induced signals to get rj = ALJL [5] with I the intensity of the corresponding Stark transition is not possible with this MMDR-spectrograph. But as the collisional effect is modulated and the absorption cell without a Stark septum can be made rather long (in our case 11,5 m) a high sensitivity is achieved (16013C32S see Table 1 ). So the MMDR-method is very suitable for the investigation of collisional selection rules and the dependence of the collisional processes on external parameters such as for instance pump power and sample pressure.
Collisional "Selection Rules"
For the investigation of collisional selection rules w r e have chosen the molecules ethylene oxide H2C CH2, its deuterated species D2C CD2
-both asymmetric top molecules of C2v-symmetry w r ith b-type transitions -and the linear carbonyl sulfide molecule OCS. The following selection rules for collision induced dipolar type transitions were predicted on the basis of a bimolecular collision model in the "weak collision limit" [6] that implies small interactions of long range, and under the assumption of a linear path in the first order: 
JK-K+ -J'K-'K+'
Signal transition Here i and f indicate initial and final levels as for example 1 and 3 in Figure 1 . A summary of measured collision induced signals which are predicted by (1) is presented in Table 1 . As demonstrated in this table we were able to detect signal transitions involving collision processes not only with AJ = i 1 but also with A J > 1, for C2D4O with zJJ = 4. The question if these transitions with higher AJ processes are due to cascading processes, quadrupole or higher multipole interactions or second order effects as discussed by Verter et al. [8] cannot be answered with confidence presently. Additional experiments have to be performed. As the group theory used for the derivation of the collisional selection rules strictly predicts cases where no collisional transfer in the weak collision limit should occur, a complete check of the theory should care for these strictly forbidden transitions. We tried to measure some of these transitions, which are given in Table 2 . In no case a transition has been detected. The MMDR-method with its phase sensitive detection of \AI\ and the use of the long absorption cell would have allowed a measurement of lines which are by a factor of thousand weaker than the strongest allowed ones (see * in Table 1 ). Part of the results of Table 1  and 2 Scheme 1 gives a schematic view of the lower rotational energy levels of C2D4O (to the left hand side JK-K+, on some energy levels energy in GHz). Scheme 2 gives the dipolar type collision scheme with 2n -2o2 as pumped transition. The measured collision induced signals are indicated by arrows ->. Signal transitions, which should show according to the selection rules no significant intensity changes upon pumping, and which we have investigated with ultimate sensitivity of the present experimental set up without being able to detect a signal are indicated by crossed out arrows -x->. Their signals, if there should be any, are at least by a factor of 1000 weaker than the strongest allowed ones. The thin arrows -» at left and right hand side represent some of the possible collision channels with the line strength for electric dipole transitions [12] written aside. Scheme 3 gives the corresponding scheme for the pump transition 220 -2n. + and -indicate the sign of the population variation transferred by one collisional channel. This sign is dependent on the pump transition selected.
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Variation of External Parameters
To get further insight in the collisional processes we made experiments with varied pump power and sample pressure. In Fig. 3 we present some of the results, here obtained for OCS. As is seen from Fig. 3 saturation of the pumped transition (as indicated by constant intensity of the signal transition) can be achieved more easily for smaller sample pressure.
The pressure dependence of the signal intensity for fixed pump powers Lp is shown in Figure 4 .
For certain pump powers saturation could not be achieved for pressures higher than 50 mT.
Though the formula of Karplus and Schwinger [9] m -nu= (ni° -nu°) Our signal intensity, corresponding to \AI\, is proportional to the collision induced population difference of the signal levels 3 and 4 of Figure 1 . For \AI\ we have [5] :
This difference in turn is proportional to the population variation in the pumped levels introduced by the pump radiation [5] , i.e. Figure 3 .
| A11 ~ bn\ -dn2 = (wi -wi°) -[n2 -n2°) (4) = (r? i -n2) -(wi° -n2°).
The other limiting case AE 2 > 1 results in ( jp"* 0 explaining the saturation for high pump power. The decrease in signal intensity in Fig. 4 can be explained in the following way. For saturation h 2 Lp^* to i s fullfilled. For higher pressure p * I t^lu I and constant Lp this condition becomes gradually invalid as p ~ 1/r. So saturation cannot be achieved anymore, resulting in a decrease of the collision induced signal.
Though, in general the present MMDR-spectrograph permits no accurate comparison of collision induced signals whose transition frequencies are largely different, due to the frequency dependence of the microwave parts of the apparatus, it is in some cases possible to get the relative strength of the collision induced signals. This was demonstrated for M-resolved measurements in a previous publication [10] . Another possibility for comparing collision induced signals gives the following system (see Figure 5 ). For C2D4O we pumped the 2n-2o2 transition and observed a rather strong collision induced signal 322-3i3 for saturating pump power (PSD-setting 100 mV, time constant 1.25 sec). For this pumping condition 6n + is transferred to the upper signal level and 6n~ to the lower signal level. Then we changed vp to the 220-2n transition leaving all other experimental conditions constant except the phase setting of the PSD. The phase was optimised and the pump power level was adjusted to the same level as for the other pump transition and saturation was achieved again. In this case the collision channels are "crossed", i.e. dn + is transferred to the lower signal level and dn~ to the upper signal level. This different way of population transfer results in this and equivalent examples in a decrease of the signal intensity by a factor of 3 to 5 and a change of the phase setting of about 180°. For each case of these crossed collision channels there is one channel with relatively small line strength. The theoretically predicted dependence of the rate constants [11] on the dipole matrix element of the collisional transition under consideration is reflected by this experiment. The relative line strengths which are calculated according to Ref. [12] are given in Figure 5 . The change in phase setting is due to the different transport of the population variation caused by the pump power.
Some other examples for collision induced signals w ith crossed transfer ways are: C2D4O, S:3i3 -322, PI:22O -2n, P2:2n -2o2; C2H4O. Si: 330 -321, S2:32i -3i2, P: lio-loiDuring our measurements we found that surprisingly low pump power is sufficient to produce a collision induced signal. We were able to record a collision induced signal with less than 4 mW pump power (C2H4O, P: lio -loi> S: 221 -2i2, pressure 20 mT). This suggests that even the weak signal radiation may influence the collisional process. The
(l/r 2 )i 2 necessary change in phase setting of the PSD with varying signal power indicates the influence of the signal radiation. A simulation experiment showed that increasing signal power alone without relaxation process cannot change the phase setting [13] . This observation agrees with that of Glorieux, who observed an influence of the signal radiation by time resolved measurements [14] . In order to distinguish single collision with AJ = 2 and two successive collisions with AJ = 1, i.e. a cascading process, we undertook some measurements following a proposal of Gordon [15] . He argued that it should be possible to separate these two processes by observing the effects in the low pressure region. A calculation for the used X-Band wave-guide cell (cross section 10.6 mm x 22.86 mm) shows that one has to reduce pressure to about 1 mT, so that the mean free path of the molecules reaches cell dimension and single collisions should be dominant over cascading collisions. But at these low pressures no sufficient signal could be detected (P: 1 io-loi, S: 22i-2i2 and 330-32i for the molecules C2H40 and C2D4O). For higher pressures no significant difference between signal (3 and 4 in Fig. 1 ) and higher transitions (a and ß in Fig. 1 )
Collisional selection rules will greatly simplify the rate equation system as certain transitions are then forbidden and the corresponding rate constant vanishes.
A solution of (8) demands the determinant of the coefficient-matrix to be nonzero *, which is generally accepted but not generally proved. As each k(j is * The solution of the rate equation system describing the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution, i.e. including the levels 1 an 2 is given by: 2 (kjtnjO -kam") = wj O = 0, i i= 1,2,...; j= 1,2,....
As we have a nontrivial solution of this homogenous system -the Boltzmann distribution -the determinant of the coeffieientmatrix should be zero. Actually this is the case because the sum of the rows from 2 to n gives the negative of the first row, i.e. the system is linear dependent. (In the notation of Gordon's [15] 7t-matrix: £ ^ij -0 for all i.) i ocurred. This is in accordance with a calculation of the pressure dependence of direct and cascading collisional processes. For the following consideration we neglect wall collisions, which is possible for the pressure region we normally used for our investigations (20-50 mT). For the analysis of the collisional processes one generally uses a system of linear rate equations with rate constants ky describing a transition from level i to j. For the levels i =j = 1,2 which should be the pumped levels, we have according to Oka [16] for the case of saturation and under steady state conditions (i.e. wi = n<i and dn\ = -dno = (w2° -f wi°)/2 -const):
Actually this equation should have an infinite number of rows and columns. But as according to the Boltzmann distribution the population of the higher levels decreases to zero, one can assume that only a finite number of levels -say n -will contribute to the collisional process. Equation (7) now reads:
bndn\ (8) directly proportional to pressure [11] we may write: kij -p k'jj and bt = p bt where k'i} and bt are now independent of pressure. Equation (8) then gives:
As p =j= 0, p can be cancelled. Equation (9) can be solved according to Cramers rule, giving
with cm a constant independent of pressure. This result is independent of special selection rules and a general property of the rate equation system. As
all drii are directly proportional to pressure. The signal detected by the MMDR-method \AI\ is proportional to the difference of the population variation of the two levels. So we have
M^|cascade~ (Ön5 -dn6) ~p. (12 b) Equation (12) means that there should be no significant difference in the pressure dependence of the direct and the cascading collisional process (see for example Figure 6 ). Assuming AJ = 2 collisions (i.e. quadrupole instead of dipole collisional selection rules) the pressure dependence of the collision induced signal is again given by Eq. (12) as the derivation is independent of special selection rules.
Discussion
As Table 1 indicates, the MMDR-method is a sensitive tool for the investigation of collisional selection rules. The meaurements are in agreement with predicted dipolar collisional selection rules. The variety of detected collision induced signals shows that for the analysis of the collisional scheme one has to take into account many collisional channels. The influence of the signal power seemed to be not completely neglegible. The influence of the collisional transfer ways has been demonstrated experimentally.
Problems to be solved concerning the MMDRmethod are the intensity measurement of the collision induced signals, the separation of pump and signal frequency and the high frequency Stark effect. Until now a principle difficulty of the investigation of collision induced signals is how to differentiate between the various collisional effects which may be caused by different terms of the interaction potential or higher order effects [8] .
